101 TIPS FOR MAKING BEATS

Introduction
Becoming a successful music producer has never been this accessible
at any point in history!
Thanks to all the technological advancements we’ve seen in recent
years, the era of requiring a studio to create professional sounding
music is over!
Hit records and entire albums have already been recorded with mobile
phones, and it’s only the beginning.
You only truly need a laptop, a set of headphones, a musical vision, and
a lot of drive to build a career in the music industry these days.
We’re also very fortunate to live in a time where we may argument that
Hip Hop is currently one of the most dominant genres in the industry.
Talented producers like Murda Beatz, Metro Boomin, Mike WiLL MadeIt, and many more continue to create incredible beats for all the
amazing rappers in the scene.
And how does all of this work in your favor?
Thanks to the internet, there are no more gatekeepers… in theory, this
means that you have access to the entire world right from where you’re
sitting at, as long as you have a connection!
And if we add on top of that the huge popularity and high demand that
the genre is going through, it makes your odds of being a successful
producer higher than ever.
So for this book, 101 Tips for Making Beats, the entire Cymatics
production team sat down and discussed 101 tips that we thought can
take your beat making game to a higher level.
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Introduction
We came up with so much valuable information, that 101 tips wasn’t just
enough. So, we added 20 additional tips at the end that we just couldn’t
leave behind.
The reason for doing this is because we truly want to make sure that
producers from every single skill level learn something useful from this
book.
For some of you, all of these tips may be brand new. However, some of
you may already know or may have heard before about some of these
techniques.
If that’s the case, we hope it merely serves you as a reminder. But we
truly wish you get at least something valuable out of this little book.
Lastly, as we’ve always said before… this type of books aren’t meant to
be read just once. Come back to it when you’re feeling stuck or out of
motivation.
Go through it multiple times and try to dig out the gems that you may
have previously overlooked!
So without further ado, here is 101 Tips For Making Beats!
- Steven & Drew
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TIP 1: Find Quality Samples
The food you’ll cook in your kitchen will be only as good as your
ingredients.
This is obviously an analogy, but it still stands true in music production.
Furthermore, using high quality sounds from the beginning will
signiﬁcantly reduce the amount of work you’ll need to do in the mix.

TIP 2: Build a Reference Playlist
This tip is so crucial, that we’ll keep coming back to it as we move
forward in this book.
Whenever you’re trying to dive deep into a new genre or style of music,
always spend a good amount of time looking for the best songs that the
genre has to offer, both from a musical and technical standpoint.
Not only this will work as your quality benchmark, but you will reap
multiple beneﬁts from doing so. Use whatever platform or service that
suits your preference, preferably one which makes playlist curation
simple (such as Spotify, YouTube, or Soundcloud).
Some of the advantages of building a reference playlist will be brieﬂy
explained later in this book.

TIP 3: Listen To Music On Different Devices
This is one of the most important things beginner music producers
forget to do.
Producers tend to create and listen to their music on studio-grade
headphones or monitors, forgetting that the average listener probably
doesn’t have access to that kind of equipment.
The average consumer is more likely to listen to their music through
regular speakers or generic earbuds.
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TIP 3: Listen To Music On Different Devices (continued)
So go to your reference playlist and acquaint yourself with how it
sounds across multiple devices and environments.
Can you hear the difference between the various setups you have at
your disposal? Make a note of what is lost or gained sonically from one
device to another and incorporate that into your palette as a mixer.

TIP 4: Dealing With Beat Block: Take a Break
Music may be our life’s passion, but there’s more key parts to life.
If you’re dealing with beat block, you most likely have been sitting in
your studio for way too long. Take care of your mind, body, and spirit.
Eat healthy, stretch, get some exercise, get some sunlight, get some
blood ﬂowing.
When words fail, music speaks… but if you never leave your studio, you
will only write music about being in your studio writing music.

TIP 5: Spend a Day To Organize Your Sample Library
Flow is the most important state in any artistic or creative endeavour.
Your best ideas won’t come from you thinking about them, they’ll come
as random inspiration in the most unexpected, and inconvenient
moments… and you better be ready to materialize those ideas before
they’re gone.
If you’re spending 10 minutes looking for the right kick or snare drum
when inspiration strikes, you may be waving goodbye to some of your
best ideas.
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TIP 6: Active Listening vs Passive Listening
Active listening is one of the most critical skills any music producer
should have in their arsenal, believe it or not.
Are you actually making time to sit down and listen to songs while
asking yourself questions such as “how was the bass or 808 created?”
“Is that a synthesizer or a sampled one shot?” “What’s the chord/
harmonic progression?” “Is it a major or a minor key?”
There’s a plethora of questions you could ask yourself, and after a
certain point it will become intuitive. Once again, reach out to your
reference playlist.
Finally, don’t forget to write down your answers and study them, even if
they may be wrong.

TIP 7: Listen to Other Genres for Unique Inspiration
Sticking to one or two genres can lead to your creative demise.
Go listen to a jazz record and try using certain section of it’s chord
progression for a lo-ﬁ beat. Try mimicking rhythmic patterns from Caribbean
and Afro Cuban music. Have a crack at writing a pop hook good enough for
the Top 40 charts.

TIP 8: Youtube is a Goldmine of Knowledge - Use It
Almost everything you’ll ever need to know about any subject is already
ﬂoating on the internet.
20 years ago, going to school or getting a mentor was the only viable way to
get access to organized and streamlined information. Luckily, we live in 2019,
the era of information.
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TIP 8: Youtube is a Goldmine of Knowledge - Use It (continued)
We already hit the point where there are multiple award winning artists
and engineers breaking down their whole creative process on YouTube,
so why are you not taking advantage of this?
Don’t waste any more time and start studying the people that inspire
you the most.

TIP 9: Have a Template with Your Reoccuring Samples and Instruments
Time is the most valuable currency we have as humans, not only as
artists.
If you keep reaching out for the same samples over and over again, why
are you wasting something of tremendous value when you could
already have your favourite samples or VSTs locked and loaded?

TIP 10: Experiment with Transposing to Get a Different Vibe
There’s no inherent feeling or emotion to any given musical key, but
that’s a heavy topic for discussion best saved for another time (this will
spark some drama).
Anyways, the fact that you move your melody or chord progression up or
down will trick your brain to interpret it as brighter or darker.
This will most likely lead you down paths you may have not considered
otherwise.
You may even come up with better ideas or even new ones!
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TIP 11: Pitch Up 808s an Octave to Make Sure in its Key
Really low frequencies—sub frequencies— are felt, not heard.
Coincidentally, your 808 will be sitting in this range 90% of the time. For
this reason, it may be slightly complicated for beginner producers to
really know if their 808 is in tune with the rest of the song.
Pitch it up one or two octaves and play your song. Trust us, it will
become instantly obvious if that 808 is out of tune, even to untrained
ears.

TIP 12: Don’t Over Complicate Your Beat - Leave Room For The Rapper
They’re called “rap beats” for a reason.
The rapper is supposed to shine and take the spotlight in the song, and
your beat is the foundation that will make it happen.
If your beat is saturated and extremely complex, you will scatter the
attention of the listener detract from the performer. That’s the last thing you
want in a hip hop song.

TIP 13: You Only Need 2-3 Reliable Producer Friends For Feedback
Know who and which set of ears you’re trusting.
Constructive feedback is one of the main propellers to really improve your
beat making game. If you’re asking the wrong people for feedback, you may
end up changing or ruining things that may actually be working in your beats.
In the worst case scenario, you’ll end up losing motivation and going
backwards with your progress instead of moving forward.
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TIP 13: You Only Need 2-3 Reliable Producer Friends For Feedback
(continued)
Lastly, don’t forget to ask for feedback from a few people who enjoy the
genre of music you’re making but aren’t producers themselves.
They’re more likely to enjoy (or dislike) music for what it is. They won’t
be stressing about the compression ratio or EQ’ing on that 808, and this
kind of perspective is insanely valuable.

TIP 14: Remake Beats To Learn
If you remake beats to the best of your capacity, you will be gaining a
ridiculous amount of knowledge.
You’ll learn how other producers are arranging their beats, which chord
progressions they’re using, how they’re writing their melodies, how are
they doing their drumwork, and so on.
There is literally no downside to this!

TIP 15: Take Notes When Listening To Music
Have you taken a serious look at our history as humans?
If you haven’t, I’ll share with you one of many conclusions that are
actually relevant to this tip… humans are forgetful animals.
Use whatever works best for you. A napkin, and notebook, or your
phone - TAKE NOTES!
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TIP 16: Show Someone Else How To Make A Beat To Reinforce
Your Feedback
Ever heard of Albert Einstein’s quote “If you can’t explain it simply, you
don’t understand it well enough”?
Well, challenge yourself and see how simple you can make it for
someone without any kind of musical background to understand the
beat making process.
This is pretty challenging, so expect some perplexed faces during the
process!

TIP 17: Get Creative With Your Hi Hat Panning To Make Your Beat
Sound Bigger
When was the last time you saw a live band play?
In a music band, every single player is occupying a determined physical
space, and your brain can clearly determine from which direction every
sound is coming from within the soundstage.
Drums are the most important element in a beat (besides the rapper),
so playing with the hi hat panning is a subtle hack to make them bigger
than life!

TIP 18: Saturate Your 808s To Make Them Audible On Speakers,
But Keep The Sub Clean
Without getting too technical, sub frequencies are better reproduced by
physical speakers when they are clean sine waves.
However, if your 808 was a pure sine wave just hitting that low range,
we would only be able to feel it and not hear it.
Our brains are able to hear and classify sounds based on their harmonic
content, and saturation happens to be one of the best tools to generate
some harmonics in musical content.
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TIP 19: Experiment With Offsetting Drum Elements by 3-12 ms to Achieve
That Human Bounce
Not even the best drummer alive can play perfectly on grid.
Even if you could hypothetically ask Neil Peart to play perfectly on grid
to a click (metronome), and then proceed to analyze the waveform of
the recording, you would instantly realize that this is humanly
impossible.
And it doesn’t end there - it would most likely not sound so good.
Very subtle differences in the timing of each hit are the secret of a
drummer’s groove, and a lot of the time they even do it intentionally.
So, tell me… why are you keeping all of your drum elements perfectly
on grid?

TIP 20: Soft Clip Your Kick To Maximize Punch
Clipping is a no in most scenarios…
However, if you’re willing to put up with some distortion for the sake of
loudness, it can take your beat game to the next level.
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TIP 20: Soft Clip Your Kick To Maximize Punch (continued)

One of the easiest ways to soft clip tracks within Ableton is with the
stock Saturator.
Simply load it up in your track, turn the “Soft Clip” function on, which is
located on the top right side of the plugin, and start playing your track.
Simply push the Drive until the orange meter goes above the horizontal
white line on the meter. When it goes past that threshold clipping will
begin to happen. Trust your ears and dial it up to taste.
Don’t forget to gain stage properly and reduce some dB’s on your
Output based on the Drive you’re adding.

TIP 21: Use Plugins Like HalfTime & Gross Beat To Manipulate
Melody Loops
Timestretching is a classical music production technique.
Plugins like HalfTime, Gross Beat, and Warping Algorithms like the ones
found in Ableton can yield fascinating musical results.
Try playing around with many different kinds of melody loops. Start by
doubling or halving their time and see what you come up with!
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TIP 22: Use Spectrum Analyzers Like Melda SpectrumAnalyzer
To Find The Root Of Your 808
Not many things can go wrong as easily as having an out of tune 808 in
your song.
To ﬁnd the root key of your 808 simply load up any frequency analyzer
you have access to. Even stock analyzers from your DAW will work.

Once you have your spectrum analyzer locked and loaded, play your
808 and look for the fundamental frequency.
The fundamental frequency, in a nutshell, is the pitch of the lowest
partial found in your sample.
As you can see in the image above, the fundamental frequency for this
speciﬁc 808 is 39 Hz, which corresponds to the note D#.
Now that you have the root key of your 808, throw it into Sampler and
proceed to change the root key to match your sample. This will ensure
that whatever note you hit on your MIDI keyboard plays the
corresponding pitch.
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TIP 22: Use Spectrum Analyzers Like Melda SpectrumAnalyzer
To Find The Root Of Your 808 (continued)

If you leave your sampler’s root key at C3, every time you hit a C3 note on
your MIDI keyboard it would actually play D# (based on this example).
Just keep in mind that this tip only really applies to sampled 808s (unless
you do something really bizarre inside your synthesizer).
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TIP 23: Sample The World Around You To Add Human Characteristics
To Your Beats - You Can Even Use Your Phone
Music can be found anywhere if you have an open mind (and ears).
At the end of the day, and put very simply, drum hits, notes, chords, and so on
are just a bunch of frequencies that get interpreted inside your brain.
But what if certain objects that are not meant to be used as musical instruments
created very similar arrangements of frequencies as musical instruments did
inside your head?
Think about a hi hat for one second. It’s a metallic timbre with a very percussive
sound envelope.
Now think about your keychain… that deﬁnitely has some sort of metallic timbre,
doesn’t it?
However, the envelope isn’t that percussive. Well, your DAW or any kind of
sampler can help you shape the envelope of samples.
Welcome to a whole new world of musical possibilities. Think outside the box.

TIP 24: Sample Old Vinyl Records For Vintage Sounding Melody Loops
And Drums
Hip Hop pretty much developed the art of sampling.
You won’t get closer to that old-school sound with any other technique than you
would with vinyl sampling.
On top of that, vinyl players are really cheap these days. There are even USB
ones that you can connect directly to your laptop or computer.
Always pay respect to the roots!
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TIP 25: Know Your Speakers Well - You Don’t Need Expensive Gear
Contrary to popular belief, you don’t need a million dollar studio to make a hit
record.
Ever heard of Steve Lacey? Kendrick Lamar’s and J. Cole’s producer?
He produces most of his beats with his mobile phone.
And this tip also leads us back, once again, to the importance of having a
reference playlist. If you listen to your playlist religiously on the same set of
speakers, you will develop an intuitive sense for how professionally made songs
should sound.

TIP 26: Use Groove Pools To Add Extra Groove To Your Beats
While it’s not so hidden anymore, Groove Pools used to be many producers’
secret weapon back in the day.
With Groove Pools, you can program a straight beat in your laptop or sampler,
and infuse it with some groove and bounce without moving things around
manually. This will save you untold amounts of time.
What groove pools actually do is change the velocities and timing of certain MIDI
notes to make it sound more human. There are lots of grooves to choose from,
so don’t be afraid to experiment!
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You can access and tweak all the loaded groove pools inside an Ableton project
ﬁle by clicking on the wavy icon found in the bottom left corner of your browser.
To use a groove pool simply drag and drop it from the menu to a MIDI clip. If you
don’t like the result, simply hit CMD + Z to revert the changes.

TIP 27: When Making Melody Loops, Shift Notes Off The Grid To Give
Them A Human Vibe
This tip is basically a continuation from the previous one.
The most recommended thing to do while creating melody loops is to attempt to
play them yourself with a MIDI keyboard, even if you have no prior experience or
training.
You can always quantize and ﬁx heavy mistakes with your mouse, but this will
make your beat way more organic.
If you have no access to a MIDI keyboard and are drawing everything by hand,
try to imagine how the MIDI of a professional keyboard player would look like.
Visualize the velocity changes and the very subtle timing differences, then
proceed to do them by hand. Just be mindful not to spend hours trying to mimic
MIDI from a real player - a few minor tweaks to a couple of important notes can
get you all the way there.

TIP 28: Drag Reference Songs Into Your DAW To Analyze And Learn
A really big playground is waiting for you in the following tip.
Drag multiple reference songs and map out the arrangement with markers or
MIDI clips. The visual timeline will help your brain understand how a lot of these
producers are arranging their projects!
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TIP 28: Drag Reference Songs Into Your DAW To Analyze And Learn
(continued)
Listen to your song in mono, drag an EQ and take out the low end, take out the
high end, use a bandpass ﬁlter, or listen to the song while watching a spectrum
analyzer.
These are only a few things that you could try. Keep experimenting and we
promise that you’ll have a new epiphany every time if you do this consistently.

TIP 29: Study Arrangements From Professional Tracks
Using tip #28 as a foundation for this one.
Don’t reinvent the wheel. Use what has been shown to work countless times
before.
Study arrangements from professional tracks and you will notice tons of
similarities.

TIP 30: Add Background FX To Spruce Up Transitions
All art forms are about tension, ﬂow, and release.
Having this perspective, we can then start using background FXs as tools to
inform the listener that something new is coming or simply to create tension in
any given section of your song.
Just make sure you’re using them intentionally and wisely. Be wary of cluttering
your track unnecessarily with tons of random FX!

TIP 31: Try To Play Your Melodies For A Human Feeling
You don’t have to be a classically trained concert pianist to use a MIDI keyboard.
Truth is, a lot of the melodies in famous hip hop songs are so simple that you can
even play them with one ﬁnger. Less is more, after all.
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TIP 31: Add Background FX To Spruce Up Transitions (continued)
If you come up with a really cool melody, spend some time practicing it. If you
repeat this routine over a couple years, your piano chops will naturally improve
and you’ll eventually thank yourself for doing so.

TIP 32: Use Several Different Hi-Hat Samples In Conjunction For Extra
Bounce
Old school hip hop originated from samplers and drum machines which had a
limited amount of tracks.
With digital music production, the possibilities are endless. This is one of the
main reasons why you hear nowadays evolving hi hat patterns in many different
styles of contemporary music.
Just be mindful of not overdoing this, as the line between interesting and
incoherent can be very thin.

TIP 33: Work With Other Musicians & Producers
Collaboration is the true key to human progress.
On top of that, circulating information also plays a vital role in it.
Working with other people achieves 4 goals relevant to anybody making music:
1 - Coming at someone else’s starting point with fresh ears will instantly inspire
you to build on their foundation. There’s no better way to overcome beat block.
2 - When you start on a beat and run out of gas, guess what? The point above
will apply to someone else.
Pass the baton to your collaborator if you’ve hit a wall in your production (which is
totally normal). No more unﬁnished beats cluttering your hard drive.
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TIP 33: Work With Other Musicians & Producers (continued)
3 - The ﬁnal product will be that much better. Take a look at the credits on your
favourite songs in that playlist you’ve made, and see how many people
collaborated on making those songs happen.
Beyoncé’s hit song “Hold Up” has a whopping 15 (!!!) writers credited. Why?
Because collaborators can correct each other’s mistakes while bringing their
unique strengths to the song.
4 - Your efﬁciency will skyrocket. Making better songs in less time is surely a no
brainer.

TIP 34: Add A Little Bit Of Sliding To Your 808s For Extra Bounce
There are three ways of adding slides to your 808s.
You can use a pitch envelope in your sampler, your MIDI keyboard’s pitch wheel,
or the portamento/glide feature built-in to most DAW samplers.
For the most control over the range and timing of the slide, we recommend using
portamento/glide across two notes in your piano roll.
Just don’t put two notes directly on top of one another; offset the note you want to
slide to a little bit to the right, so that it starts a bit later than the note you’re
sliding from.

TIP 35: Automating Pitch Envelopes, Decay, & Filters To Keep Your Hi
Hats Interesting
The key to a song that keeps your listener focused is movement, and quite a lot
of it.
Automating the pitch of your hi hats throughout your song, making them shorter
or longer, and ﬁlter movement are some of the easiest and most common ways
to add movement to your beat.
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TIP 36: Read The Manual For Your DAW & Plugins
Spending some time reading the manual of your DAW and plugins can spare you
a lot of headaches.
Multiple plugins, especially dynamic processors, have optimal volume operation
levels.
You can ﬁnd them simply by reading the manual beforehand instead of being
bafﬂed wondering why the plugin is not doing what it’s supposed to do.
We can also tie this back to our previous ﬂow talk. If you know your DAW inside
out, you’ll be able to materialize your ideas efﬁciently in those moments when
inspiration hits.
The worst thing you can be caught doing is trying to ﬁgure out that new synth
when you should be writing music.

TIP 37: Be Deliberate About Your Percussion Placements
Don’t add stuff to your percussion just because you can.
Remember, rap beats need to be interesting without being too complicated or
distracting to the listener. Your beat needs space so the rapper can shine.

TIP 38: Experiment With Drum Patterns That Compliment Your Melody
Loops
Maximize the use of time and space in your beat to keep your listener focused.
The rapper just delivered the hook and is catching his breath? This is a good
window of time to let your beat take over and do something interesting.
Always try to compliment each element of your song as they move back and forth
from the spotlight.
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TIP 39: Drum Buss Compression
Drum compression is a must.
This is what’ll make your drums smash through while sounding cohesive.
We could actually make an entire book just about drum bus compression, so now
it’s a good time to put tip #8 to work.

TIP 40: Think About How To Optimize Your Beats/Mix For Small Devices
The average music consumer might be listening to your beat through their phone
speakers or white earbuds.
Your mix may sound fantastic in your headphones, but it has a completely
different frequency response range (and curve) than consumer speakers.
Go back to tip #3!

TIP 41: Always Be Ready To Capture Your Musical Ideas With Your
Phone, Notes, etc.
Go listen to any interview done by any famous writer or musician.
There’s a common consensus that some of their best ideas came to them while
they were doing something completely unrelated.
You never know when inspiration will strike, so be ready to capture it. It may be a
life changing idea.

TIP 42: Start By Building The Main Section, And Then Arrange It By
Adding And Removing Elements
Remember, all art forms are fundamentally about tension and release.
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TIP 42: Start By Building The Main Section, And Then Arrange It By
Adding And Removing Elements (continued)
If you already have the main section laid out, which pretty much involves having
all of the elements performing together at once, you can then take a subtractive
approach to the arrangement.
Start by taking out a few elements and try different permutations.
How does it feel if you take out the 808 and the kick? How does it feel if you take
out all of the cymbals? How does it feel if you take out the chords?
Find one variation that you like, and then start building it in a way where each
section moves forward until it hits the main one.

TIP 43: Downsampling Your Sounds Can Give A Vintage Feel
Older devices didn’t have as much resolution as modern digital devices do.
Think about cameras for one second.
They had grainy textures with limited shades of every color. Now we have 4K
Ultra HD with particles so small that it looks incredibly realistic, and don’t even
get us started with virtual reality.
The same stands true for music production gear.
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TIP 43: Downsampling Your Sounds Can Give A Vintage Feel
(continued)
Try messing around with Ableton’s Erosion and Redux plugins. They’re fantastic
options to downgrade all kinds of samples.

TIP 44: Less Is More
Sometimes complexity is merely a substitute for a lack of good ideas.
Sorry, we don’t make the rules.

TIP 45: Make Sure Your Kick, Bass, And 808 Have No Phase Issues
Have you ever spent multiple hours trying to make your kick and bass work with
one another, but you just can’t get it right?
It’s probably a phase issue. Invert the phase of your bass or kick, and see if they
sound better together.

In the image above, you’ll see an 808, a kick drum, and that same kick drum with
its phase inverted.
If you were to play this, you would only hear the sound of the 808 because the
kick drum is cancelling out with the phase inverted version of it.
To avoid phase issues between your kick, bass, and 808, make sure that all the
peaks and valleys are lining up (you don’t have to be super strict about this).
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TIP 45: Make Sure Your Kick, Bass, And 808 Have No Phase Issues
(continued)
In other words, just make sure a valley from the 808 or bass isn’t lining up with a
peak from the kick drum and vice versa.

TIP 46: Don’t Be Afraid To Work With Loops If They Inspire You
A harsh truth that many producers have trouble swallowing is, the vast majority of
people do not care about the creative process; they only hear what comes out of
the speakers.
If any sort of loop inspires you, just roll with it and do your creative work.
If you vibe with the end result and enjoyed the process, that’s all that matters.

TIP 47: Switch Between Reese Bass & 808s To Spice Up Your
Arrangement
Having two different instruments playing your bassline in different sections of a
song is a very effective way to keep your arrangement interesting.

TIP 48: A Little Bit Of Music Theory Goes A Long Way
Learning basic concepts such as intervals, major scales, and minor scales can
take your music to the next level.
Not only will it help you improve your workﬂow, but it’ll also allow you to translate
the ideas in your head into your DAW more ﬂuently.
However, there’s one big misconception about music theory. Music theory
doesn’t tell you HOW to write music. It’s fundamentally a tool to communicate
with other musicians.
In an analogous way, think about it as learning Spanish and going to live in
Colombia. In theory you could do it without doing so, but your life will be so much
more complicated.
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TIP 49: Invest In High Quality Samples
There’s a very subtle difference in using high quality samples vs. investing in high
quality samples.
Investing means you’re purchasing high quality packs to have a better set of tools
available at your disposal.
It also means you’re more likely to hone in on samples you know you’ll use a lot,
rather than having a bunch of junk in your library that will only slow you down.

TIP 50: Volume Of Creation Is Key
Monitoring levels are such an overlooked concept.
Low monitoring volume levels will tell you how your song sounds like. High
monitoring volume levels will tell you how your song feels like.
It doesn’t really end there either, ear fatigue will be one of your biggest enemies
during your production career. Make sure you experiment in your studio and ﬁnd
the perfect levels where you’re not hurting your ears, but you’re still able to subtly
feel the music.
Once you’re done arranging, mixing, and mastering, test both extremes of the
volume level spectrum to truly test how your song sounds and feels like!

TIP 51: Layering
Layering is the ﬁne art of making sounds seem bigger than life!
It takes a while to truly master layering because it requires a lot of understanding
about EQing, compression, and saturation to make everything sound like one
huge coherent sound.
Another goal of layering is achieving timbres and textures that otherwise wouldn’t
be possible with a single instrument or synthesizer.
If you don’t know how to get started with layering, put tip #8 to work. This is
deﬁnitely one tip that is guaranteed to one up your production chops.
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TIP 52: Use Small And Subtle Reverbs On Drums To Give Them A
Sense Of Spaciousness
Every object in physical reality takes a determined amount of space.
Remember how we talked about live bands and how your brain can pinpoint
speciﬁcally where every sound is coming from?
Well, having very subtle amounts of reverb on your drums can help them mimic
the phenomenon of being inside a physical space. This can have the effect of
making your mix sound much more deep and convincing to the ear.

TIP 53: RC-20
RC-20 Retro Color is a 6 FX module plugin developed by XLN audio that adds
life and texture to any recording.
If you’re trying to recreate the vibe from vinyl records to VHS machines, add
noise, ﬂutter effects, and much more, this is the plugin you’re looking for.

TIP 54: Decimort
If you want to take bitcrushing and downsampling to the next level, Decimort 2
has got you covered.
D16 Audio really took the signal processing algorithms within Decimort to the
next level, allowing it to simulate the complex behavior of the entire sampling
path that exists in every AD/DA converter.
In their own words, this is the highest quality low-quality plugin money can get
you.
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TIP 55: HalfTime
HalfTime is an incredible time stretching plugin developed by Cableguys.
It works on all kinds of audio loops, virtual instruments, and even live audio
inputs.
“Three speed Modes give you classic half-speed, tight harmonies and shufﬂing
swing rhythms, and drugged-out quad-time playback”

TIP 56: iZotope Vinyl
Who doesn’t love free stuff?
iZotope deﬁnitely created the ultimate lo-ﬁ weapon… and the best part about it?
It’s FREE!
If you want another alternative to simulate the dust, scratches, warp, and
mechanical noise from old records, stop looking and get iZotope Vinyl.

TIP 57: Decapitator
Decapitator is hands down one of the best saturator plugins available on the
market.
We have no doubt that this plugin truly emulates the sound coming from analog
hardware units. With 5 different modeling algorithms available, you can really
throw this plugin at absolutely everything.
From a kick drum, to your drum bus, to a ﬁnal master. A must have in every
music producer arsenal.
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TIP 58: In Hip-Hop, The Grid Can Be Your Worst Enemy
We have emphasized the importance of having human groove in your beats so
much, that by this point you may already be tired of hearing it.
We truly can’t stress it enough, especially in Hip Hop and Trap music where it’s
all about the bounce.
Do NOT keep everything perfectly on grid! Try to distribute small timing errors to
make your beat sound instantly more musical.

TIP 59: The HAAS Effect
Psychoacoustics is the science that studies how humans perceive sound, their
physiological effect, and psychological effect.
Basically, the Haas effect (or Precedence effect) is a psychoacoustic trick that will
help you achieve incredibly wide sounds. To create this effect you simply need to
delay either the left or right side in any given track by any amount between 5-40
ms.
It’s all about keeping the delay time below our ears’ echo threshold. Any delay
below 40 ms but above 5 ms should trick your brain into perceiving it as one
sound instead of a repetition (echo).
It’s really hard to imagine what this sounds like without hearing it, so take a break
and go try this awesome trick by yourself!
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TIP 60: Use Ghost Percussion To Add Groove
In very simple terms, a ghost note is a musical note with rhythmic value, but no
discernible pitch.
The quickest and most simple way to understand ghost notes is to watch an
actual drummer play some of them.
Don’t get fooled into thinking that ghost notes can only be performed in real drum
kits though, you can simply add them as MIDI notes with really low velocity
values.

TIP 61: Don’t Be Afraid To Reverse Samples
Reversing samples is one of the most simple yet effective production techniques.
Reverse every sample in your project every now and then. Especially when you
feel you’re about to hit a roadblock.
This doesn’t mean you have to keep it like that, just give it a try for the sake of it.
Most of the time you’ll get an unexpected yet pleasant result.
Try playing around with this, and start by using a reversed sample as a transition
FX.

TIP 62: Cut Unnecessary Low-End, But Don’t Overdo It
Cutting way too much low end will thin out your beat and rid it of any weight.
It’s common practice to clean out the low end of various elements in your beat to
make space for the kick, bass, or 808.
However, beginner producers tend to overdo this, resulting in a very two
dimensional and thin beat.
If the kick, bass, and 808 aren’t playing in certain sections of your song, try letting
some low frequencies from your piano (or any other element in your beat) to ﬁll
out that space.
A little automation goes a long way!
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TIP 63: Deliberate Clipping Can Be Your Friend
Use psychoacoustics to your advantage!
There’s a really interesting phenomenon that occurs in our brain. Louder things
just sound more exciting to our ears. Obviously, this is true only up to a point
below our sonic pain threshold.
For those who are curious, that would be about 130 dB SPL - equivalent to a jet
airliner standing roughly 60 meters away.
This is where deliberate clipping comes into play to help you achieve very loud
sounds, and it’s especially powerful on drums.
Soft-clippers let you trade distortion for loudness. Up to a certain point, clipping
can let you squeeze lots of gain out of your sounds without letting your faders go
into the red.

TIP 64: If You Pick The Right Sounds, You Don’t Have To Do A Lot
Always pick sounds that work with and compliment the differences and
weaknesses of the other elements in your beat.
For example, if you have a very centered melody (or a mono lead) that isn’t
jumping around a lot, using a really wide sound for your harmony will work very
synergistically with minimal effort.
This way, maybe only some basic EQ’ing would be necessary. However, if you
were to stack another sound in the middle, you would have to ﬁgure out a way of
making one sound pierce through the other somehow.
That’s a headache that can be avoided altogether by picking logical sounds off
the bat, and minimal mixing will be required.
This is a more problem-solving oriented way of looking at things. Take a little bit
of time to plan ahead and it will save you untold amounts of time in the long run!
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TIP 65: A BPM Change Can Make The Track
Start trusting your ears.
When you lay down and develop an idea, but something is just not feeling right
and it’s making you uncomfortable to the point where you just can’t ﬁnish the
project, there’s a good chance that it’s playing at the wrong tempo.
Go open some of your unﬁnished projects and try changing the BPM, we
guarantee you’ll unlock some gems.

TIP 66: Basic Structure
Try out this format if you’re feeling stuck arranging your song:
8 bar intro - 16 bar verse - 8 bar hook - 16 bar verse - 8 bar hook - 8 bar bridge 16 bar hook - 8 bar outro

TIP 67: Add And Remove Different Elements To Spruce Up Different
Sections
This is the natural ebb and ﬂow of music, songs have to be dynamic to keep the
listener focused.
Different elements have to share the spotlight at different moments throughout
your song, and you need repetition to achieve coherence.
Try playing around with subtracting and then bringing back different elements in
your beats!

TIP 68: Multiband Distortion And Saturation Can Help Your Drums
Multiband distortion and saturation can help you keep your extreme low-end
clean while making the body of your drums much more exciting.
Get creative with this as well! Parallel distortion and saturation radically alter the
timbre and texture of your drums and you may come up with something quite
unique!
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TIP 69: Parallel Processing Is Key
Using parallel processing is fundamental to take your mixes to the next level.
With parallel processing your source signal remains intact, which means you can
slam it harder into multiple effects and dial it up to taste and context.

TIP 70: Layer Organic Recordings To Fill Your Space
In tip #52 we talked about using subtle reverbs to put the elements of your beat
into a simulated physical space.
Carefully layering organic recordings can trick your brain and help you achieve
this in a different manner.
The internet is an unlimited well of resources, so go ﬁnd some recordings from all
over the world and layer them over your beats.

TIP 71: Looking At The Past Can Help You Derive The Future
Coming up with the next big thing or reinventing something can change your
career.
Study how music has changed throughout time, how it has evolved, and try to
predict the future.
Remember… everything comes full circle, always ;)

TIP 72: Use A Steep High-pass To Cut Off Everything Under 20-30 Hz
From Your Kick
As humans, we can’t even hear below 20 Hz, so just get rid of that unnecessary
rumble.
However, there’s a caveat: sometimes, ﬁltering that low can severely change the
colour of your kick.
If this is the case, try a slight low shelf in the sub-region of about -1.5db, and
bring the kick out the woodwork with a soft-clipper.
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TIP 73: Timestretch A Melody Loop To Twice Its Length And Then
Reverse It For A Different Vibe
This is very similar advice to tip #65, changing a track’s BPM.
Whenever you’re trying to come up with ideas, just try time stretching a melody
loop, some chords, or a melody line.
You may stumble upon something that inspires you.

TIP 74: Don’t Use Sidechain Compression On 808s With Kicks, You’ll
Lose Punch/Energy
Try ﬁnding better arrangement solutions instead. See if you can avoid having
your kick drum play when your 808 is playing.
Another thing to try is to have your kick slightly offset either forward or backwards
by a couple milliseconds so it’s not perfectly lined up with your 808.
Finally, you could also use a slight bell EQ of around -2.5dB around the value of
the fundamental frequency of your kick drum in an EQ plugin that’s on your 808.
This logically gives the fundamental frequency of the kick (usually about 150-200
Hz) that 2.5dB of room to stand above the 808.

TIP 75: Always Add A Bit Of Pre-delay To Reverbs To Keep The Clarity
Of The Original Sound
Pre-delay is one of the main keys for a professional sounding reverb.
Imagine you’re standing in the center of your room and you clap your hands. Try
to visualize the sound waves travelling across all directions and bouncing off the
walls of your room.
It should only take a couple milliseconds, right? Well, that’s pre-delay. It’s
basically the amount of time it takes for the ﬁrst reﬂections to bounce off
something.
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TIP 75: Always Add A Bit Of Pre-delay To Reverbs To Keep The Clarity
Of The Original Sound (continued)
Having no pre-delay on your reverb can make it sound a little bit unnatural,
especially if it’s emulating a large space. More importantly, it can actually swamp
out the original sound too much.
A pre-delay of about ~20ms will let the sound through unaffected for a little while
before it’s smeared by the reverb. This is especially true on drums.
Make sure to spend a couple minutes ﬁne tuning your reverb’s pre-delay so it ﬁts
and grooves perfectly with your beat.

TIP 76: Low-Shelf Or High Pass Your Reverbs To Avoid Mud In Your Mix
You do not need those dense low frequencies reverberating in the stereo image
and dirtying your mix for no sonic beneﬁt.
A good starting point is to high pass your reverb around 120 Hz and then put a
low shelving ﬁlter around 600 Hz with around -3 or -4 dB of gain.
Remember, this is only a starting point. Spend some time ﬁne tuning this until you
get a great sounding reverb in your beat.

TIP 77: Don’t High-Pass Everything In Your Track Without Listening to
Hear If It’s Necessary
High passing absolutely everything can thin out the elements of your beat.
Hip hop music relies heavily on low-end energy.
While that means that you should make some room for your kick and 808 in the
mix, you should refrain from high-passing everything else as that will rob too
much energy from the lower-midrange of your mix, making it sound hollow.
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TIP 78: Transpose Your Kicks Up And Down To See If It’s Not Meshing
With Your 808
Your kick and 808 need to be working in synergy to be able to hit hard.
Sometimes you might ﬁnd that your kick is getting swamped out by your 808 on
some notes and not on others.
Don’t reach for a compressor just yet - the problem is probably due to phasing.
However, the trick is to transpose your kick up or down a few semitones until its
fundamental frequency slots nicely in between the notes of your 808 melody!

TIP 79: Use A Transient Designer On Your Snares To Help Them Cut
Through The Mix
Transients are basically high amplitude, short-duration sounds at the beginning of
a waveform.
This is usually easier to visualize, so take a look at the following image below.

The initial “crack” of a snare is what we want to enhance when our snare doesn’t
“cut” through a mix.
Boosting that transient with a transient designer can transform your wimpy snare
into the boss of your mix.
There are multiple transient designer plugins available, so look for one that suits
your needs and budget.
It will really help your sounds cut through dense mixes!
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TIP 80: Try Using Delays Without Synching The Delay Times To Your
Host Tempo, It Sounds More Natural
Just make sure your delay times are somewhat close to actual note values.
You can go online and look for a BPM and delay note value converter.
Just punch in your BPM and the converter will give you correspondings note
values in milliseconds which you can then dial in to your delay unit.

TIP 81: Try Slight Bitcrushing In Your Claps To Give Them Shine/Attitude
Bitcrushing is basically reducing the resolution of any given digital audio
waveform, which usually results in a “crunchy” sound.
A lot of the time it’s undesirable, but it sounds particularly good on claps and
snares to add colour.
Also don’t forget tip #69 - try it in parallel to make it as subtle as you want.

TIP 82: If You Feel Your Track Is Boring, You Might Be Missing
Dynamics In Your Song - Try Automating Effects To Create A Sense Of
Change
The key to keeping your listener interested throughout your song is by
incorporating change in a musical way.
Simple automations across a few elements in your beat can bring about change
in gradual or very abrupt ways.
Mastering automation and having a sense for which effects sound best when
automated is all about trial and error.
Try spinning some knobs with your mouse back and forth and listen for
interesting changes in the sound. If it’s cool, you might want to automate that in
for a different section of your arrangement!
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TIP 83: Having The Best Synths Won’t Make Your Song Better, But
Clever Processing And Arrangement Will
From a musical standpoint, the theory hasn’t evolved that much for many years.
For example, the same chord progressions have been recycled thousands of
times and many melodic motifs are being used over and over again.
In the digital era of music production, clever processing is what’ll make your
beats truly stand out. Well placed, purposeful sounds from stock plugins beat
random sounds from the best synths 100% of the time.
Use the composition techniques that have been working for hundreds of years,
but repackage it and present it with brand new sounds and textures that have
never been heard before!

TIP 84: If Your Reverbs Are Sounding Flat, Put Them On A Return Track
With A Distortion Plugin For A Brighter Sound
We’ve previously touched on this concept in tip #18.
The same stands true for your reverbs. If your reverb is sounding a little dull,
slightly distort the input signal (like a dry snare) on a return track, then put a
reverb at 100% Dry/Wet next in the chain (after the distortion).
That way, you will hear your original snare underneath a more exciting reverb
from return track!

TIP 85: Color Code Your Tracks And Use The Same Format In All Of
Your Projects For Ease Of Navigation
Being organized will only make your life easier in the long run.
The quality of your work will also be reﬂected in the quality of the space you’re
working in.
Find a color coding system than makes sense to YOU and start applying it in all
of your project ﬁles!
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TIP 86: If You Like An Effect But Find That It’s Taking Away Too Much
From The Original Sound, Use It In Parallel And Blend To Taste
Parallel processing is key, we can not stress this enough.

TIP 87: Organize Your Plugins Folder Into Categories That Make Sense
To You
This tip can even be taken to the next level with Ableton Live.

Ableton Live 10 allows you to color code and tag anything within the browser
window.
Organize your plugins, samples, racks, and everything else in a way that makes
sense to YOU.

TIP 88: Use A Dynamic EQ To Correct Occasional Spots In The Mix
Instead Of A Static EQ That Affects The Whole Song
If you have problematic frequencies that only happen in certain sections of your
song, dynamic EQ is your best friend.
Dynamic EQs are just like standards EQ’s, only with the addition of a threshold
setting like compressors.
Whenever any given set of frequencies goes above the threshold in your EQ, it
will be brought down by a predetermined amount set by the user.
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TIP 88: Use A Dynamic EQ To Correct Occasional Spots In The Mix
Instead Of A Static EQ That Affects The Whole Song (continued)
This means that you don’t need to kill the colour of your sound for the entire
duration of the song, but only during those moments when those ugly frequencies
crop up.

TIP 89: If An Element In Your Mix Is Falling Behind Other Tracks While
The Volume Fader Is High, Use Compression To Make The Sound More
Present
Compression will bring the quiet parts of your mix closer to the loudest ones,
depending on how you’re setting up your compressor.
It’s quite easy to over-compress things, so always be mindful not to squash your
sounds too hard!

TIP 90: Try And Learn Different Kinds Of Reverbs - Plate, Spring,
Algorithmic, And Convolution
You may be wondering why are there so many different kinds of reverbs….
The answer is quite simple; each has its uses on many different kinds of
instruments, and each has its own characteristic sound.
If you haven’t tried a spring reverb on an electric guitar or a plate reverb on a
rimshot/snare, you are seriously missing out.

TIP 91: Learn And Apply Different Compression Topologies Like FET,
VCA, Vari-Mu, And Opto To Know What To Use And When
Compression can be achieved in many different ways.
This is the basic underlying difference in all of these compressors. They all do the
same thing via different mechanisms.
More importantly however, worry about these things after the song creation
process in order not to get bogged down in the details.
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TIP 92: Recycle Audio Constantly To Save On CPU Resources And
Commit To A Sound (Backup The Originals!)
You’re most likely already doing this if you’re making music in a not-so-great
computer or laptop.
Playing back audio ﬁles is a really simple task for your computer. Playing synths
and drum machines, however, is a little more complicated and time consuming.
If you want to take it easy on your computer, always freeze or bounce all the
elements in your beat!

TIP 93: Use Oversampling In Your Plugins (If They Have It), Specially
On Limiters And Distortion Plugins - This Prevents Aliasing
Aliasing is something absolutely undesirable in both the audio and video realms.
Do not use oversampling while making music though, as it will put a big amount
of stress on your computer and you will create latency playback issues.
Engage it in your plugins when you’re exporting the ﬁnal mix, especially on
distortion and limiting plugins.

TIP 94: Just Because Your Master Fader Shows You Aren’t Clipping
Doesn’t Mean You Aren’t
Our friends at iZotope have an incredible in-depth article about true peaks and
how can they affect your music, go check it out in their blog!

TIP 95: Don’t Compress Just Because You Can - Use Your Ears
If you’re asking yourself if you need to use a compressor, then you probably
don’t.
Compression is a skill that takes some time and experience with different songs
to truly master.
If something needs to be compressed in a mix, you will hear it. Usually, if
something in your mix sounds either too quiet or too loud no matter how you play
with the volume fader, you should reach for a compressor to achieve that happy
medium.
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TIP 96: Mixing Is All About Balance. 80% Of Your Mix Will Be Done In
The First 20% Of The Time You Spend Balancing Your Faders
The top mixing engineers in the world make their money by being the best at
those initial, instinctive changes to the volume faders of a new mix.
The rest of the work (EQ, compression, etc.) is done to settle that balance so
everything slots together more naturally.
Developing a sense of where the volume faders should be will get you 80% of the
way there as a mixer.

TIP 97: MIX QUIET!
Low mixing volume levels will tell you what your mix sounds like, while high
mixing volume levels will tell you what your mix feels like.
In addition to this, monitoring loud can signiﬁcantly impair your judgement in a
mix.
If you mix sounds impressive when it’s turned way down low, it will sound
incredible when you turn it up.

TIP 98: Don’t Take Yourself Too Seriously - Your Music Will Suffer As A
Result
Music creation is a spontaneous, dynamic process. Avoid analysis paralysis at all
costs.

TIP 99: If You Want To Be The Best, Learn From The Best
Find your favourite professional mixes and ﬁnd out who mixed them.
Then look for interviews with that engineer, they frequently drop a lot of info about
what they do to get their sound (Pensado’s Place is a great resource).
You might be surprised to ﬁnd that a lot of your favourite records were mixed by
the same engineer!
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TIP 100: Always Reference Your Mixes In Multiple Sets Of
Speakers
Always keep in mind that the average music listener will be listening to your
music on cheaper consumer gear!

TIP 101: At The End Of The Day, There Are No Rules!
Neither in real life if you’re ready to face the consequences!

BONUS TIP 1: Remixing Existing Songs Will Almost Always Bring
Inspiration
You don’t have to start with a blank session every single time.
You can look for ofﬁcial stems on the internet or you could do a bootleg remix,
but using something that already works can serve as a fantastic starting point.
Always try to remix songs that you truly love and aim to infuse them with your
own personal touch.
You might ﬁnd that deleting the stems at a later point will leave you with a
completely original song!

BONUS TIP 2: Try Reversing Reverb Tails After You Render Them For A
Spooky Effect
Remember tip #61, where we brieﬂy talked about reversing all kinds of samples?
Well, speciﬁcally reversing reverb tails can create some incredible transition FX.
Go ahead and try putting really long reverbs on multiple elements of your beat.
Then proceed to duplicate them and bounce the tracks as audio ﬁles.
Lastly, reverse the sample and ﬁne tune, or reprocess it to create interesting
transitional FX for building tension in your arrangement.
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BONUS TIP 3: Studies Have Shown That Texture And Timbre Are Just
As Important As Melody In Recalling Emotions Out Of A Listener
While a sad melody in a minor key can be emotional in its own right, playing it on
a violin will likely have a more powerful emotional impact than playing it on a
tuba.
If you have an emotional melody written out in MIDI but it sounds a little stale,
change the sound you’re using until you land on something more expressive.

BONUS TIP 4: Use Grain Delays To Add A New Dimension To Your
Sound
Grain delays basically break apart the input signal into user predetermined sized
grains and then delays them just as normal delays would do.
However, these grains can be pitched up or down, or even reversed, to create
interesting textures that weren’t there before.
80% of the time grain delays will create completely unexpected results, so make
sure you spend some time experimenting with this to dig out the gold.

BONUS TIP 5: Chorus Effects Can Do A Lot For Making Stale Sounds
Interesting
If you ever feel like some of your sounds could be less boring, drop a chorus real
quick and see if you stumble upon something cool!
What a chorus effect does is to delay or split the input signal hundreds of times,
varying the delay time and creating subtle pitch changes in every delay, just ever
so slightly that it’s still perceived as one big sound.

BONUS TIP 6: Please Make Sure You Gain Stage Properly Your Plugins
Gain staging is a fundamental skill in music production. The faders in your DAW
have essentially inﬁnite headroom, but the inputs of your plugins do not.
If you don’t know what gain staging is, we really advise you to stop reading right
here and go learn a little bit about it.
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BONUS TIP 6: Please Make Sure You Gain Stage Properly Your Plugins
(continued)
Multiple plugins have optimal gain operation levels, and if you are not gain
staging properly in your signal chain, some of your plugins might not function as
intended and may even ruin your sound.
Lastly, being disciplined with gain staging will make the mixing process much
easier for you in the long run.

BONUS TIP 7: If You High Pass Multiple Elements In Your Track, Use
Different Cutoff Frequencies
In tip #77, we talked about how high-passing can create phasing and notching
issues.
Well, high-passing has a third problem. If you start stacking ﬁlters at the same
frequency cutoff point, the resonance of each ﬁlter starts adding up with the other
ones.
This can get to the point where certain frequencies are getting boosted way too
much, creating undesirable sonic results such as ringing around the cutoff
frequency.

BONUS TIP 8: Avoid Using Multi-Band Plugins, As The Crossovers Are
Not Phase Coherent And Can Cause Weird Stereo Spreading
Breaking up a sound in multiple frequency bands is not a neutral process.
It might have a potentially damaging effect on your source signal, the most
obvious of which is stereo separation caused by the crossovers in these plugins.
It’s unavoidable.
Multiband effects are great at treating the upper-midrange of a sound while
leaving its low-end in tact. This is because the stereo spreading caused by these
effects isn’t as damaging in the upper frequency ranges as it would be in the sub
frequencies.
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BONUS TIP 9: Add A Little Bit Of 10-13 kHz With A Bell EQ To Add
Shine To Your Mix
Boosting this area with a broad bell or shelf curve is a handy little technique to
trick your brain into perceiving things as being brighter.

BONUS TIP 10: If You Work With Vocals, A Good De-Esser Is Critical
Sibilance is the physical phenomenon that happens when consonants are
pronounced deliberately by producing air from vocal tracts by using your lips and
tongue.
Such consonants produce hissing sounds that sit around the 8 kHz to 14 kHz
area depending on the vocal range of the person.
This sibilance can get quite piercing at times, and even get to the point where it
may hurt your ears.
This is where de-essers come in to save your life.
De-essers are basically compressors that target sibilant frequency ranges and
bring them down when it goes above the threshold.
So if you want to produce professional sounding vocals, a high quality de-esser
should be at the top of your list.
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BONUS TIP 11: This One Simple Rule Works Wonders In Music And
Mixing In General: Less Is More
Be intentional with your sounds.
Don’t add stuff just because you can do it.
This is one of the curses in the era of digital music production.

BONUS TIP 12: Do NOT Overwork Yourself On A Song. The More
Hours You Spend In One Song, The Less Critical You Become
This is especially common in beginner producers.
Have some respect for your original idea and inspiration. Lay down the
arrangement as soon as possible, and prioritize song completion over the
minutia.
Once the body of the song is complete, you can always go back to the project at
other points in time and ﬁne tune it.

BONUS TIP 13: Give Your Song A Day Or Two Without Listening To It…
… then JOT DOWN ON A NOTEPAD the ﬁrst things that you notice/hear about it
when you play it back.
Those ﬁrst few seconds of clear-headed listening are precious, and make sure
you record your ﬁrst impressions somewhere so you can go back to them.
This is something all top engineers do, and for good reason.
Very often we got lost in the mixing and arranging process, forgetting where we
came from or what we wanted to solve in the ﬁrst place.
Recording your ﬁrst impressions of a song will remind you of what was missing
and keep you on the straight and narrow.
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BONUS TIP 14: Always Trust Your Gut Instinct
All of us have regretted at least once in our lifetime not listening to our gut
instinct.

BONUS TIP 15: NEVER Send Half Baked Demos
Get your song to a decent place ﬁrst, to where you know how and when you can
ﬁnish it.
Feedback on unﬁnished demos will not only be inaccurate, but might even
reduce your drive to get that song out into the world in its ﬁnished form.
Next time you feel an itch to send somebody a cool but unﬁnished idea, refrain
from doing so and push as hard as possible to ﬁnish the song before it hits other
people’s ears.

BONUS TIP 16: Finish Every Single Song You Make, No Matter How
Bad You Think It Is
You will gain experience FINISHING songs, so that the next ones will be easier
and easier.
You’ll never know what other people will like (ask any multi-platinum producer in
history).
Lastly, it’s all about volume, especially in the beginning stages of your musical
journey.

BONUS TIP 17: Listen To As Much Music As You Can
Everything you listen to in your life will contribute to your unique style in small
ways.
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BONUS TIP 18: If You Aren’t Having Fun Making Music, Then What Are
You Doing?
It’s never about the destination, it’s about the journey.
Simple as that.

BONUS TIP 19: Creating Your Own Style Is A Matter Of Picking Things
Out From Music That You Like, And Discarding What You Don’t Like
Listen to songs you like and develop (through practice) a sense of what makes
that song sound good to you. Be as speciﬁc as you can.
Soon, you’ll be doing this unconsciously.
File away moments in songs you enjoy that impressed you or made you feel a
certain way.
The more practice you have doing this, the easier it will become identifying what
makes a song succeed and how to go about achieving it.

BONUS TIP 20: Don’t Ever Fall Victim To GAS: Gear Acquisition
We said it before and we’ll say it again.
Hit records have been recorded on iPhones.
You truly only need a laptop, headphones, an artistic vision, and a lot of drive.
It’s not the gear, it’s the person using it that matters most.

